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Adrenalina (Series 2)

19 x 30'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Three's Company

Pablo and Zalman put their new co-host, Belkys, to the extreme test.

2. Blowing in the Wind...Tunnel

The trio goes to North Carolina and tries to get a three-way formation in the air.

3. Adrenalina High

Bad weather derails an air balloon fiesta out West but the guys still manage to skydive in Florida.

4. Pura Vida

The crew whitewater rafts on the outskirts of the wildest jungles in Costa Rica.

5. Moto-Rica

Belkys, Pablo and Zalman race across the island on all-terrain vehicles.

6. Scared Skate

Belkys gets wake-skating trained by a 10-year-old prodigy in Louisiana

7. Home Sweet Home
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Pablo shows Zalman and Belkys around extreme sports-friendly sunny San Diego.

8. Crash Course

The crew gets coached in rally car driving by former pro, Ivor Wigham.

9. Adrenaline High

The Adrenalina team pack their bags and heads to Sebastian, Florida to check out this high flying,
thrill seeking sport.

10. Fantasy Islands

Pablo and Zalman head to Indonesia in search of the perfect wave, while Belkys studies abroad at
a surfing school in Puerto Rico.

11. Cross Country Fan

An Adrenalina fan treats the trio to a day full of extreme sports in Puerto Rico.

12. Behind the Snow

Our hosts learn the ins and outs of producing snowboarding/skiing films.

13. The X-Dance Factor

While in Utah, Pablo and Zalman try to get their movie in an action sports film festival while Belkys
plays red carpet reporter at Sundance.

14. Colombia Surf

Colombia is the background for this adventure on Adrenalina where Pablo and Zalman attend a
freestyle motocross demo then take a boat to an ecolodge in the middle of the jungle to find the
perfect waves.

15. New York Skate of Mind

Pablo and Zalman go to the Big Apple where they hook up with the 5boro crew to find the best
BMX and skate spots in the streets of New York City.

16. Cuba Libre

Pablo and Zalman travel to Miami to capture the culture of the city as well as one of the most
dangerous activities in the water, Freediving. Cuban local, Chris Perez and his dive master, Martin
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Stepanek show off their skills and Pablo will scuba-dive to great depths and capture the sport on
tape.

17. Streetluge

Street luging, downhill skateboarding and camping. What can go wrong? Plenty when Pablo and
Zalman meet up with the Rogers brothers for a weekend of downhill mayhem.

18. Freestyle Moto

Sport bike freestyle maniacs Alex Flores and Rick Hart show the guys some up and coming
underground activities. And will the Adrenalina hockey team score?

19. California Surfin

Pablo, Zalman and pro sufer Magnum Martinez take a trip from San Diego to Big Sur in search of
the best surfing along the California coast.


